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Abstract: Thermal energy storages introduce flexibility into heating systems with numerous
advantages on system performance, and operational and maintenance costs. One of the most
prominent advantages is the ability to use heat sources at the operating points with higher
efficiency. To use the full potential of a thermal energy storage, an adequate control technique
is required to control the heat sources connected to it. This paper models a heating system
containing a heat source and a thermal energy storage and uses this model for optimal scheduling
of the heat source. The optimal schedule is obtained through application of model predictive
control which takes into account the efficiency of the heat source. A PI controller is also
designed by following practical optima to serve as a baseline for comparison with the MPC-based
scheduler. The obtained results show that the optimal scheduler is advantageous compared to
the PI controller in terms of both energy efficiency and satisfying the posed constraints.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the promising technologies to both reduce energy
consumption in buildings and increase its flexibility are
thermal energy storages (TESs). In IEA (2014) they are
recognized as a powerful tool to tackle climate change
while they also provide energy supply security to the user.
The biggest benefit they bring to the Heating Ventilation
and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems in buildings is
flexibility where the supply of heat (or cold) does not need
to instantaneously follow the demand. This flexibility can
bring a number of advantages to the HVAC system: peak
shaving, valley filling, optimal operation of heat sources,
using multiple different heat (or cold) sources connected
to a single TES, increased utilization of renewable energy
sources (RESs), capability of providing ancillary services
to electrical grid, etc. However, in order to reach the full
potential of TES systems, the selection of a suitable control
strategy to manage their operation is required, accord-
ing to Yu et al. (2015). Afram and Janabi-Sharifi (2014)
analysed different control techniques and selected model
predictive control (MPC) as the most prominent one to
control HVAC systems, while Tarragona et al. (2020) made
a comprehensive bibliometric analysis of smart control
applications for TES systems and argue that only MPC
appears as a powerful method to smartly control TES
systems. Vandermeulen et al. (2018) investigated the pos-
sibility of unlocking flexibility in district heating networks
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by employing MPC controller which was able to satisfy the
demands and introduce significant savings when compared
to traditional control systems. The robustness to distur-
bances shown by MPC in different energy systems with
active TES and its ability to adapt its control actions to
different energy consumption profiles were identified by
Tarragona et al. (2021) as the most notable strengths of
MPC in those systems. Also, they identified that the main
drawback is that the anatomy of MPC does not allow the
strategy to operate with complicated physical models, due
to the high computational complexity of the algorithm.

This paper presents an MPC procedure to schedule a heat
source within a heating system containing a TES. Based on
variable efficiency of the heat source, this procedure mini-
mizes the primary energy consumption. The optimization
problems in papers by Afram and Janabi-Sharifi (2014),
Yu et al. (2015), Vandermeulen et al. (2018), Tarrag-
ona et al. (2020), and Tarragona et al. (2021) are often
solved by nonlinear solvers which do not guarantee the
optimal solution or the time of execution is prolonged, or
the models used were too simplified to capture some of
the systems’ dynamics. Formulation in this paper enables
optimization of a non-linear variable-efficiency system via
the framework of mixed-integer programming that opens a
possibility for the sequential optimization technique based
on MPC to reach the optimum TES system scheduling.
Therefore, the procedure is based on sequential/successive
mixed-integer linear programming (SMILP). The main
contribution is in the way of linearizing the cost function of
the mixed-integer problem formulation which ensures con-
vergence to the optimal solution, as linearizing the func-
tion simply by approximating it with the first order term of
the Taylor series around the operating point might lead to



Fig. 1. System representation.

permanent oscillations without convergence. Moreover, the
paper shows a comparison between the developed MPC-
based procedure and the classical PI control performances.

The system is explained and its model is defined in Section
2, the optimization problem is formulated in Section 3, and
the results are presented in Section 4.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

A heating system depicted in Fig. 1 is considered. It
consists of a heat source, a TES, demand side, and an
environment of the TES. The heat source provides power
to the TES by heating up a heating medium. This medium
is stored in the TES and it is provided to the demand side
only from the TES. Also, the TES has energy losses to the
surrounding environment.

2.1 Heat source

Most of heat sources available on the market, such as
boilers or combined heat and power (CHP), cannot have
their power regulated from 0 % to 100 % and they have
a minimal power they can operate with. Therefore, the
heat source in this model is controlled in two ways: by
turning it on and off, and by regulating its power output
between its minimal, Pmin > 0, and its maximal power,
Pmax ≥ Pmin. For turning the heat source on/off a binary
variable is used, δhs ∈ {0, 1}, and for regulating its power
output a continuous variable is used, Pref ∈ [Pmin, Pmax].
In total, a single variable can be used as the actual power
reference for the heat source, Pact = δhsPref . However,
as such variable can take on values from a disjoint set,
Pact ∈ {0}∪[Pmin, Pmax], all three variables (δhs, Pref , Pact)
are used later in the optimization formulation.

Heat sources cannot respond to the reference power imme-
diately. Therefore, the heating power coming to the TES
from the heat source, Phs, is modeled dynamically as:

dPhs

dt
=

Pact − Phs

Ths
, (1)

where Ths is the time constant of the heat source.

Another feature of the heat source is variable efficiency
which refers to the ratio of obtained heating energy and
primary energy used by the heat source. It is usually
written in the datasheet of the selected device as the
efficiency at the minimal power output, ηmin, and the
efficiency at the maximal power output, ηmax. For all
values of Pref between Pmin and Pmax the efficiency is
calculated by using the linear interpolation between those
two points:

η(Pref) = kηPref + lη, (2)

where kη and lη are slope and intercept of the affine
function obtained from those two points: ηmin = η(Pmin)

and ηmax = η(Pmax). Then the total power supplied to the
heat source is:

Pprim =
Pact

η(Pref)
. (3)

2.2 Thermal energy storage

Thermal energy storage (TES) is a stratified storage tank
containing heating medium. It is assumed that it has a
constant temperature difference, Tdiff , between the heating
medium at the top and at the bottom of the tank. Since
the medium is the hottest at the top and coldest at the
bottom of the storage tank, the outlet pipe going to the
demand side is always situated at the top of the tank.
Therefore, the temperature at the top of the tank, Ttes, is
the one that is modeled:

mcp
dTtes

dt
= Phs − Pdem − Ploss, (4)

where m is the mass of the heating medium in the tank, cp
is the specific heat capacity of the heating medium, Pdem

is the heat demand, and Ploss is the storage loss due to
temperature difference between heating medium and the
surrounding environment of the storage tank.

Power demand is predicted in advance, so it is assumed to
be known. The storage power loss is defined as:

Ploss = λ

(
Ttes −

Tdiff

2
− Tenv

)
, (5)

where λ is the overall heat transfer coefficient, Tenv is the
temperature of the environment surrounding the tank, and
Ttes− Tdiff

2 represents the average temperature in the tank.
Same as the power demand, the environment temperature
is predicted in advance and assumed to be known. The
overall heat transfer coefficient is calculated as:

λ =
1

1
hw

+ di

ki
+ 1

ha

Atank, (6)

where hw is the heat transfer coefficient of the heating
medium, di is the thickness of the insulation, ki is the
thermal conductivity of the insulation of the tank, ha is
the heat transfer coefficient of air, and Atank is the surface
area of the tank.

2.3 Time discretization

Overall, the system defined with (1) and (4) can be written
in the matrix form:dTtes

dt

dPhs

dt

 =

[
− λ

mcp
1

mcp

0 − 1
Ths

] [
Ttes

Phs

]
+

[
0
1

Ths

]
Pact+

+

[
− 1

mcp
Pdem + λ

mcp
Tenv +

λ
2mcp

Tdiff

0

]
,

(7)

and generally as:

ẋ = Acontx+Bu,contu+Bf,cont, (8)

where x is the vector of state variables (Ttes, Phs), and u
is the input variable (Pact). Power demand Pdem and envi-
ronment temperature Tenv can be seen as non-controllable
inputs, i.e. disturbances, but their profiles of mean values
through the prediction horizon can be predicted and used
as known values. Therefore, they are separated from the
input and put in the vector Bf,disc which can be treated as



a constant part in (8). The predictions themselves are not
the subject of this paper so they are not discussed here.

After performing the ZOH transformation with sampling
time of Ts, the discretized system is defined as:

x(k + 1) = Adiscx(k) +Bu,discu(k) +Bf,disc(k), (9)

where x(k) are the state variables at time kTs, while
u(k) is the input variable that is constant on the inter-
val [kTs, (k + 1)Ts) and Bf,disc(k) contains power demand
Pdem(k) and environment temperature Tenv(k) that are
constant on the interval [kTs, (k + 1)Ts).

3. SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION

3.1 Control formulation

The idea followed is to optimally schedule the heat source
for a prediction horizon whose length equals N discretiza-
tion intervals. The obtained schedule represents a profile
of mean reference powers for the heat source for each
discrete time interval [kTs, (k + 1)Ts) of the horizon, i.e.
Pact(k),∀k ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1}.
In this paper the schedule is considered optimal if it uses
the least amount of primary energy and satisfies all con-
straints. Therefore, the cost function of the corresponding
optimization problem is the total amount of primary en-
ergy used by the heat source over the horizon of length
NTs:

J =

NTs∫
0

Pact(t)

η (Pref(t))
dt. (10)

Since the system model is discretized, the cost function is
recast in a discrete-time form:

J = Ts

N−1∑
k=0

Pref(k)

kηPref(k) + lη
δhs(k). (11)

To minimize the cost function a successive/sequential
mixed-integer linear programming (SMILP) approach is
utilized. In every iteration the cost function is linearized
along the prediction horizon for the current optimizer
value and the optimal solution is found around that point
in the form of the optimal change of the optimizer. The
process is repeated until convergence, i.e. until there is
no more improvement of the solution. The optimization
problem in each iteration is formulated as:

argmin
ν

fT ν

s.t. Aeqν = beq,

Aineqν ≤ bineq,

νmin ≤ ν ≤ νmax,

(12)

where ν is the vector of optimization variables, f is the
vector of cost function coefficients, Aeq and beq are matrix
and vector of equality constraints, Aineq and bineq are
matrix and vector of inequality constraints, and νmin and
νmax are lower and upper bounds of ν. The model contains
binary variables which makes this problem a mixed-integer
linear program (MILP), which has the same formulation
as a linear program (LP), but some of the variables in ν
are binary or integer.

3.2 Linearization of the cost function

If the cost function is written as J =
∑N−1

k=0 Eprim(k),
primary energy Eprim(k) spent during one sampling period
[kTs, (k + 1)Ts) can be written as:

Eprim(k) = Tsg(Pref(k))δhs(k), (13)

where g(Pref) is the function being linearized:

g(Pref) =
Pref

kηPref + lη
. (14)

Such function can be easily linearized by approximating it
with the first order term of the Taylor series around the
point Pref,0:

ĝ(Pref) = g(Pref,0) +
dg

dPref

∣∣∣∣
Pref=Pref,0

(Pref − Pref,0), (15)

where ĝ(Pref) is the linear approximation of the function
g(Pref) around the point Pref,0.

When the efficiency of the heat source is greater at a
higher reference power, ηmax > ηmin, g(Pref) is a concave
function. When linearizing a concave function, the linear
approximation of the function will always be greater than
the function itself, ĝ(Pref) ≥ g(Pref). Therefore, in any
SMILP iteration the value of the cost function will be
greater than the value of the original nonlinear function.
In other words, the solution obtained by solving the
MILP problem will result in more primary energy spent
than in reality. Hence, the SMILP procedure will be
conservative with changing the input variables Pact(k) and
the procedure will converge to the solution steadily.

On the other hand, if the efficiency of the heat source is
lower at a higher reference power, ηmax < ηmin, g(Pref)
is a convex function. Linear approximation of a convex
function will always be smaller than the function itself,
ĝ(Pref) ≤ g(Pref). Therefore, if (15) would be applied the
MILP solver would find a solution that is overly optimistic
in terms of primary energy usage. As a consequence,
the SMILP procedure would tend to perform steps of
maximum allowed size during SMILP iterations and thus
permanently oscillate without convergence. To combat this
issue, another type of linearization is introduced for this
case.

Function g(Pref), defined in (14), is linearized with 2 lines,
one connecting the linearization point and the point cor-
responding to the minimal power allowed within a MILP-
based iteration, gl(Pref), and the other one connecting the
linearization point and the point for the maximal power
allowed, gr(Pref). Such linearization is shown in Fig. 2 and
for the convex function g(Pref) it is by definition always
above the function graph. ∆Pmax,l is the maximal allowed
power change to the left side, while ∆Pmax,r is the maximal
allowed power change to the right side in a single discrete
time interval between two consecutive iterations. When
the resulting reference power is greater than the reference
power from the previous iteration, Pref(k) ≥ Pref,0, the
right line is used as the approximation function:

gr(Pref) = krPref + lr, (16)

while in the case of Pref(k) < Pref,0, the left line is used as
the approximation function:

gl(Pref) = klPref + ll. (17)



Fig. 2. Two-line linearization of a convex function.

To determine whether the reference power is greater or less
than its value from the previous iteration, an additional
binary variable is introduced:

δlr =

{
1, when Pref ≥ Pref,0

0, otherwise.
(18)

Such expression, where the value of a continuous variable
implies the value of a binary variable, requires a recast
into a set of linear inequalities in order to be a part of
a MILP formulation. This is done by following guidelines
from Bemporad and Morari (1999):

[f(y) ≤ 0] ↔ [δ = 1] ≡
{
f(y) ≤ M(1− δ)

f(y) ≥ ε+ (m− ε)δ,
(19)

where f(y) represents a continuous variable, δ represents
a binary variable, M is the maximal value of f(y), m is
its minimal value, and ε is a small tolerance (typically the
machine precision).

The primary energy consumption can be written as a
product of multiplication of affine functions gl(Pref) and
gr(Pref), and binary variables δlr and δhs:

Eprim = Ts (gl(Pref) (1− δlr) + gr(Pref)δlr) δhs. (20)

Since there is multiplication between continuous and two
binary variables, additional auxiliary variables are intro-
duced:

zl =Tsgl(Pref)(1− δlr)δhs, (21a)

zr =Tsgr(Pref)δlrδhs, (21b)

so that the primary energy consumption can be expressed
linearly: Eprim = zl + zr. Definition of the multiplication
between a continuous and two binary variables in a MILP
format is done by introducing a set of linear inequalities:

z = f(y)δ1δ2 ≡



z ≤ Mδ1,

z ≥ mδ1,

z ≤ Mδ2,

z ≥ mδ2,

z ≤ f(y)−m ((1− δ1) + (1− δ2)) ,

z ≥ f(y)−M ((1− δ1) + (1− δ2)) ,
(22)

where:

M ≥ max

(
max f(y),

1

2
max f(y), 0

)
, and (23a)

m ≤ min

(
min f(y),

1

2
min f(y), 0

)
. (23b)

3.3 Constraints

Besides constraints that define the implication (19) and
the multiplication of continuous and binary variables (22),
there are other constraints that, inter alia, make sure that:

(1) The calculated sequence is repeatable, i.e. the last
instance of state variables must be equal to the
starting one:

x(0) = x(N). (24)

This constraint ensures that there is no exploitation
of ”free energy” by having heated storage tank at the
beginning of the horizon and cooled storage tank at
the end of the horizon.

(2) The temperature of water at the top of the storage
tank is always between user-defined limits:

Tmin ≤ Ttes(k) ≤ Tmax,∀k ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1} , (25)

where Tmin is the required supply temperature of the
demand side.

(3) The heat source is operated within its limits and the
change of reference power is small enough to minimize
the linearization error:

Pref(k) ≥ max (Pmin, Pref,0(k)−∆Pmax,l), (26a)

Pref(k) ≤ min (Pmax, Pref,0(k) + ∆Pmax,r), (26b)

∀k ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1}.
The optimization vector is comprised of the following
variables (k ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1}):

• x(0), the initial values of state variables;
• Pref(k), the reference power values of the heat source;
• Pact(k), the actual reference power values of the heat

source;
• δhs(k), the binary variable for turning the heat source

on/off;
• δlr(k), the binary variable for determining the approx-

imation function of the cost function;
• zl(k) and zr(k), the auxiliary variables of the cost
function.

The SMILP procedure is stopped if any of the three criteria
is met:

(1) if the change of the system variables x(k) between
two consecutive iterations is under a threshold;

(2) if the change of the actual power reference Pact(k) be-
tween two consecutive iterations is under a threshold;

(3) if there is no improvement in the value of the cost
function J between two consecutive iterations.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Implementation

The sampling time used in this procedure equals to Ts = 15
min, which with 24-h ahead operation makes the length
of the horizon equal to N = 96. This means 96 values
of reference powers for the heat source together with the



initial conditions x(0) are optimized. Some heat sources
should not be turned on or off too often, or they should
not have their reference power changed too often. To tackle
this issue, and to lower the computational complexity, a
move blocking procedure is introduced. It means that the
reference power does not change for nmb discretization
intervals, where nmb is set by the user.

4.2 Classical PI control

To evaluate the performance of the introduced optimal
scheduling of the storage system, a classical PI controller
is also developed for it as a baseline. The PI controller is
made so that it follows the reference for the temperature
of the medium in the top of the storage tank Ttes. The
reference equals to the required supply temperature of the
demand side Tmin.

From the equations (1), (4) and (5), the model of the heat-
ing system can be represented in the frequency domain:

Ttes(s) =
1
λ(mcp

λ s+ 1
)
(Thss+ 1)

Pact(s). (27)

Parameters of the PI controller with the form Gr(s) =
Kr

1+TIs
TIs

are chosen depending on the values of the sys-
tem parameters by following the magnitude optimum tun-
ing approach from Oldenbourg and Sartorius (1954) and
Kessler (1958). The design procedure is as follows:

(1) if
mcp
λ ≥ 4Ths, controller parameters are chosen as:

Kr =
mcp
2Ths

and TI = 4Ths; (28)

(2) if Ths ≥ 4
mcp
λ , controller parameters are chosen as:

Kr =
λThs

2mcp
and TI = 4

mcp
λ

; (29)

(3) otherwise, controller parameters are chosen as:

TI = max
(mcp

λ
, Ths

)
and

Kr =
λTI

2min
(mcp

λ , Ths

) . (30)

4.3 Comparison between the optimal scheduler and the PI
controller performances

For demonstration purposes a power demand profile is
generated, and a heating system is designed. The demand
profile is shown in both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, while the
parameters of the heating system are presented in Table 1.
The storage tank has a cylindrical shape, it is insulated
with polyurethane foam, and the heating medium is water.

In total, the system is simulated for 4 different scenarios:

(1) ηmin = 0.8, ηmax = 0.95, nmb = 4;
(2) ηmin = 0.8, ηmax = 0.95, nmb = 16;
(3) ηmin = 0.95, ηmax = 0.8, nmb = 4;
(4) ηmin = 0.95, ηmax = 0.8, nmb = 16.

The total daily amount of energy required by the demand
side is Edem,total = 7140.33 kWh, and the primary energy
consumption for each of the 4 scenarios is shown in Table 2.
The behavior of the system with the PI controller is simu-
lated for several days in order to obtain the repeatability
of the behavior, i.e. the equality x(0) = x(N).

Table 1. Parameters of the heating system.

Parameter Notation Value

Maximal power of the heat source Pmax 480 kW
Minimal power of the heat source Pmin 140 kW
Time constant of the heat source Ths 10 min
Volume of the storage tank Vtank 25 m3

Height of the storage tank htank 4 m

Thermal conductivity of the insulation ki 0.0245 W
m K

Insulation thickness di 25 cm
Maximal allowed temperature Tmax 95 ◦C
Supply temperature of the demand Tmin 80 ◦C
Typical temperature difference Tdif 20 ◦C
Surrounding air temperature Tenv 0 ◦C

Table 2. Primary energy consumption for each of the
4 scenarios.

Scenario
MPC schedule
consumption
[kWh]

PI control
consumption
[kWh]

Difference (PI -
MPC) [kWh]

(1) 7597.66 8209.24 611.58

(2) 8052.65 8209.24 156.59

(3) 8143.34 8187.47 44.13

(4) 8161.02 8187.47 26.45

The MPC scheduler outperforms the PI controller in terms
of used primary energy in every scenario. However, the
advantage is not always the same. In scenarios (1) and (2),
when ηmax > ηmin, the MPC scheduler tends to schedule
the heat source in the ”on/off mode”, while in scenarios
(3) and (4), when ηmax < ηmin, the MPC scheduler follows
the demand which makes it similar to the PI controller.
Therefore, the MPC scheduler will have greater advantage
when ηmax > ηmin. This effect is seen by comparing
power profiles in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Furthermore, the
number of move blocking intervals, nmb, also influences
that advantage. The more freedom the MPC scheduler has,
the more efficient will be the optimal profile. Hence, the
MPC scheduler has more advantage in scenario (1) than
in scenario (2), and it has more advantage in scenario (3)
than in scenario (4).

One more advantage of the MPC scheduler over the PI
controller is the insurance that the temperature of the
medium at the top of the storage tank, Ttes, will always
be within the limits since the PI controller follows the
lower limit and thus is prone to violating it. Temperature
profiles from scenarios (1) and (4) are also shown in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4. One could argue that the reference for the
PI controller can be increased to never cross the limit,
but then it would use more energy which would make
the MPC scheduler even more favorable in terms of the
primary energy expenditure. Finally, the MPC scheduler
heats the medium to higher temperature which induces
higher energy losses, but those losses are outweighed by
gains from running the heat source more efficiently.

5. CONCLUSION

The problem of day-ahead optimal scheduling of a heat
source connected to a thermal energy storage is elaborated
in a model predictive control framework, by employing



Fig. 3. Power and temperature profiles of the heating system in the scenario (1).

Fig. 4. Power and temperature profiles of the heating system in the scenario (4).

sequential/successive mixed-integer linear programming
(SMILP).

The procedure shown in this paper is implemented in
an application with a simple Excel-based user interface
called Optimal Heat Source Scheduler which is available
to download for free from Rukavina and Vašak (2021).
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